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Abstract
The atmospheric general circulation model that is used in NASA’s Modern Era
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications – Version 2 (MERRA-2) is evaluated with
respect to the relationship between large-scale teleconnection patterns and daily temperature and
precipitation over the United States (US) using a ten-member ensemble of simulations, referred
to as M2AMIP. A focus is placed on four teleconnection patterns that are known to influence
weather and climate in the US: El Niño Southern Oscillation, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, the
North Atlantic Oscillation, and the Pacific-North American Pattern. The monthly and seasonal
indices associated with the patterns are correlated with daily temperature and precipitation
statistics including: (i) monthly mean 2 m temperature and precipitation, (ii) the frequency of
extreme temperature events at the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles, and (iii) the frequency and
intensity of extreme precipitation events classified at the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles.
Correlations obtained with M2AMIP data – and thus the strength of teleconnections in the freerunning model – are evaluated through comparison against corresponding correlations computed
from observations and from MERRA-2. Overall, the strongest teleconnections in all datasets
occur during the winter and coincide with the largest agreement between the observations,
MERRA-2, and M2AMIP. When M2AMIP does capture the correlation seen in observations,
there is a tendency for the spatial extent to be exaggerated. The weakest agreement between the
data sources, for all teleconnection patterns, is in the correlation with extreme precipitation;
however there are discrepancies between the datasets in the number of days with at least 1 mm of
precipitation: M2AMIP has too few days with precipitation in the Northwest and the Northern
Great Plains and too many days in the Northeast. In JJA, M2AMIP has too few days with
precipitation in the western two-thirds of the country and too many days with precipitation along
the east coast.
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1. Introduction
Teleconnection patterns, typically comprised of two to four centers of action of low frequency
variability that are, at times, 2500-6000 km apart (Barnston and Livezey, 1987), can persist on
timescales of weeks to months but impact day-to-day weather around the globe by influencing
the planetary-scale circulation, including the atmospheric jet streams (Wallace and Gutzler,
1981). The study of teleconnections dates back to the early 1900’s when Sir Gilbert Walker
sought to create long-term forecasts of the Indian monsoon; using a correlation analysis, he noted
a connection between a swaying of atmospheric pressure in the Pacific and Indian Oceans and
world weather (Katz, 2002). This theory is now a well-known and documented atmospheric
teleconnection associated with the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (eg. Bjerknes, 1969;
Lim and Kim, 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). Robust teleconnection patterns, such as the atmospheric
patterns related to ENSO, form the basis of seasonal climate predictions (Goddard et al., 2001)
and have been documented in countless journal articles. Due to the importance of
teleconnections, this document serves as an evaluation of the accuracy of the simulated
teleconnections over the US in version 5.12.4 of the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-5)
atmospheric model, which was used to produce the Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for
Research and Applications – Version 2 (MERRA-2).
ENSO is perhaps the most well-known large-scale teleconnection pattern and is often in the
media regarding its impact on the United States. A recent focus has been on the potential role of
El Niño in alleviating drought on the US West Coast, with some unexpected outcomes (e.g., the
strong El Nino during 2015/16 that did not produce the expected increased rainfall in southern
California) highlighting the complicated relationship between ENSO and precipitation in
California (e.g., Seager et al. 2015; Hoell et al., 2016). The cool phase of ENSO, La Niña, has
been connected to droughts in the Southern Great Plains (e.g., Ting et al. 1997; Schubert et al.
2009; Hoell et al., 2014). Another ocean-induced atmospheric teleconnection that impacts the
United States is the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; Mantua et al. 1997; Zhang et al, 1997),
which is determined by sea surface temperatures (SSTs) north of 20° latitude in the Pacific
Ocean. During the positive phase of the PDO, the tendency over the US is for below-normal
temperatures along the east coast, above-average temperatures in the Northwest, above-normal
precipitation in the Southwest, and below-normal precipitation in the East (e.g., Mantua and
Hare 2002; McAfee, 2014).
Not all teleconnections are connected to sea surface temperatures. The North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and Pacific-North American Pattern (PNA) are modes of climate variability that are
generally believed to be internal to the atmosphere with intrinsic times scales less than two
weeks (e.g., Feldstein 2002; Schubert and Lim 2013), though they have impacts on monthly and
longer time scales and, as discussed later in the text (sections 3.3 and 3,4; see also Straus and
Shukla 2002; Mosedale et al. 2006), appear to be modulated by SST. The NAO primarily
impacts the weather in Europe and storm tracks in the North Atlantic but has also been
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documented to influence the temperature in the eastern United States (e.g., Hurrell et al., 1997).
On the other hand, the PNA has strong ties to the jet stream over the United States, influencing
the temperature and precipitation patterns across the entire country (e.g., Leathers et al., 1991).
The strengths of the teleconnections between these four teleconnection patterns and continental
precipitation and 2m air temperature in the US are evaluated here in the observations, in
MERRA-2, and in a ten-member ensemble of simulations with the free-running atmospheric
general circulation model, the same model that was used in producing MERRA-2. In so doing,
we evaluate the realism of the teleconnections in the free-running model, teleconnections that are
fundamental to the success of subseasonal-to-seasonal forecasts produced with the model. In
addition to the connections to mean precipitation and temperature, we consider here daily
extreme temperature and precipitation events.

2. Datasets and Methodology
2.1 MERRA-2
MERRA-2 is a reanalysis product that assimilates global conventional and satellite observations
to create a gridded, temporally and spatially consistent view of weather and climate extending
from January 1980 through near real time (Gelaro et al., 2017). Using version 5.12.4 of the
Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-5), MERRA-2 output data have a temporal resolution
of one hour and a spatial resolution of 0.5° latitude by 0.625° longitude, with 72 vertical levels
(Bosilovich et al., 2015). Improvements were made to the physical parameterizations compared
to MERRA; a description of these changes can be found in Molod et al. (2015). Additional
updates include a global mass balance (Takacs et al., 2016), observations-corrected precipitation
forcing for the land (Reichle et al., 2017), and the introduction of interactive and assimilated
aerosols (Randles et al., 2017).
Boundary conditions for SST and sea ice concentration (SIC) stem from three distinct datasets as
there is no reliable, high resolution, continuous data product available extending back to 1980.
Prior to January 1982, monthly 1° boundary conditions as described by Taylor et al. (2000) are
used. This dataset provides the boundary conditions for the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project (AMIP). Between 1982 and 2006, daily, 1/4° SST and SIC from Reynolds et al. (2007)
are used. After April 2006, the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis
(OSTIA) system is used, with a temporal resolution of one day and a spatial resolution of 1/20°
(Donlon et al., 2012). All three datasets are interpolated to a 1/4° grid; however, there is no
merging of climatologies between the datasets. Additional details regarding SST and SIC can be
found in section 8 of Bosilovich et al. (2015).
Details regarding assimilated observations can be found in McCarty et al. (2016), and an
extensive evaluation of MERRA-2 can be found in Bosilovich et al. (2015). Daily statistics of
temperature, including daily mean, maximum, and minimum, are from the statD_2d_slv file
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collection (GMAO, 2015a), while daily statistics of precipitation are computed from hourly data
in the tavg1_2d_flx file collection (GMAO, 2015b). The 500hPa heights presented in section 3
are from the monthly-averaged data in the tavgM_2d_slv file collection (GMAO, 2015c).
The MERRA-2 dataset includes two variables for total precipitation, PRECTOT and
PRECTOTCORR. PRECTOT is model-generated through application of the Relaxed ArakawaSchubert convective scheme followed by the prognostic large-scale cloud condensate scheme,
PrognoCloud (Rienecker et al., 2008). This is the precipitation that is used to compute the
correlations shown in section 3. PRECTOTCORR is an observations-corrected version of the
model-generated precipitation that is used to force the land surface and for the wet deposition of
aerosols (Riechle et al., 2017). The observations-corrected precipitation merges the modelgenerated precipitation (PRECTOT) with the CPC Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Global
Daily Precipitation (CPCU) product and the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP)
product. Although PRECTOTCORR is not included in our analysis, it can influence our results
for MERRA-2 as land surface properties such as soil moisture contribute to the energy and water
fluxes seen by the atmosphere. More information on the observations-corrected precipitation can
be found in Riechle et al. (2017).
2.2 M2AMIP
The ten AMIP-style simulations with the atmospheric model used in MERRA-2 cover the time
period of January 1980 through December 2015. This ensemble of simulations is referred to
here as M2AMIP; note that AMIP stands for Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project, a
project that outlines a common simulation protocol (Gates, 1992). The M2AMIP simulations
were performed in an identical manner to MERRA-2 (e.g., employing the same SST data, GHGs,
resolution, etc.) except, of course, that they did not assimilate observations and did not use
observations-corrected precipitation to drive the land surface. Initial conditions for each
M2AMIP ensemble member were taken from different days of November 1979 during the
MERRA-2 spin up period. In assessing the veracity of the model teleconnections, each ensemble
member is considered individually (as opposed to analyzing the ensemble mean time series) to
allow a proper comparison with the relationships derived from the observations or MERRA-2,
neither of which can take advantage of ensemble averaging. The relationships (e.g., correlations)
computed from individual ensemble members are averaged over the 10 ensemble members to
give a final model estimate. Given this final averaging, the model-derived relationships are
statistically more robust than those estimated from the observations or MERRA-2.
2.3 Observations
Precipitation observations come from the Climate Prediction Center’s (CPC) Unified GaugeBased Analysis of Daily Precipitation (Chen and Xie, 2008). This is a gridded product at a 0.25°
resolution that is available from January 1948 through the present, spanning the continental
United States. The daily values are centered at 0z. Observed precipitation was re-gridded to the
spatial resolution of MERRA-2 and M2AMIP prior to analysis. Daily mean, minimum and
maximum temperature data at 1,218 stations in the United States were obtained from the Global
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Historical Climatology Network (GHCN). This dataset combines numerous sources of
observations around the globe as described by Menne et al. (2012). Since this is not a gridded
product, correlations are calculated on a station-by-station basis.
2.4 Seasonal Climatology of Temperature and Precipitation
Biases in the seasonal climatology of temperature or precipitation in any of the data sets can
influence teleconnection relationships. MERRA-2 was evaluated with regard to the observations
by Bosilovich et al. (2015), who showed anomaly correlations of summertime precipitation
exceeding 0.9 for 6 out of 8 regions across the continental United States and above 0.8 for the
Midwest and Southwest regions. The report also showed agreement between MERRA-2 and
observed mean 2 m temperature; it cautions, however, that there is a cool daytime bias that
cancels out the warm nighttime bias over land.
A comparison between MERRA-2 and M2AMIP ensemble-average precipitation and 2 m
temperature is provided, for each season, in Figures 2.4.1 through 2.4.4. Regardless of season,
M2AMIP tends to have a dry bias for most of the country that is most pronounced in the Great
Plains during JJA. Exceptions are seen over higher terrain in DJF (Figure 2.4.1e) and on the east
coast in JJA (Figure 2.4.3e). Temperature differences between MERRA-2 and M2AMIP are
more dependent on season. M2AMIP is cooler than MERRA-2 across most of the country,
particularly in the north, during DJF (Figure 2.4.1e). The same pattern in temperature difference
is present in MAM; however, the cool bias in M2AMIP weakens and a warm bias is evident in
the Southern Great Plains (Figure 2.4.2f). By the summer, the warm bias in M2AMIP spreads
across the entire continental United States (Figure 2.4.3f), and it continues through the fall,
though weaker (Figure 2.4.4f). Much of the temperature bias in M2AMIP appears to be linked to
biases in the radiation at the surface. M2AMIP has less longwave radiation absorbed at the
surface during DJF, particularly in the northern part of the country, and it has too much
shortwave radiation, by as much as 35 W m-2 in the center of the country, reaching the surface
during the summer (see online supplemental library). However, the analysis increments, which
are used to constrain MERRA-2 to the observations, also play a role in the temperature
differences seen between MERRA-2 and M2AMIP.
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Figure 2.4.1: Mean precipitation and 2 m temperature during DJF in (a, b) M2AMIP, (c, d)
MERRA-2, and (e, f) the difference between M2AMIP and MERRA-2 for the period of 1980
through 2015.
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Figure 2.4.2: Mean precipitation and 2 m temperature during MAM in (a, b) M2AMIP, (c, d)
MERRA-2, and (e, f) the difference between M2AMIP and MERRA-2 for the period of 1980
through 2015.
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Figure 2.4.3: Mean precipitation and 2 m temperature during JJA in (a, b) M2AMIP, (c, d)
MERRA-2, and (e, f) the difference between M2AMIP and MERRA-2 for the period of 1980
through 2015.
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Figure 2.4.4: Mean precipitation and 2 m temperature during SON in (a, b) M2AMIP, (c, d)
MERRA-2, and (e, f) the difference between M2AMIP and MERRA-2 for the period of 1980
through 2015.
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2.5 Climate Indices
Four well-documented large-scale modes of climate variability were selected for analysis in this
study: ENSO, PDO, NAO, and PNA. Monthly values of indices representing these climate
features were downloaded from the Physical Science Division of NOAA’s Earth Science
Research
Laboratory;
these
data
can
be
found
at
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/.
ENSO (the El Niño / Southern Oscillation) and the PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation) are both
indices based on SST anomalies, with ENSO representing the tropical ocean and the PDO
representing the northern Pacific Ocean. The average SST anomaly in the Niño3.4 region,
located between 5°N, 5°S, 170°W and 120°W, was selected to represent ENSO, as is common in
the literature. The PDO is calculated using the leading principal component of monthly sea
surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific Ocean north of 20°N (Zhang et al, 1997; Mantua et
al., 1997). Seasonal averages for December, January, and February (DJF), March, April, and
May (MAM), June, July, and August (JJA), and September, October, and November (SON) of
the ENSO and PDO indices are derived from the monthly observational data and are then
regressed against precipitation and temperature over the US in the observations, MERRA-2, and
M2AMIP. The computed correlation between the large-scale indices and the continental
variables is interpreted as a measure of teleconnection strength.
Because atmosphere-based indices tend to vary on shorter time scales than SST-based indices,
monthly values for the NAO (North Atlantic Oscillation) and PNA (Pacific/North American
pattern) are examined here. To obtain the monthly values for the indices, rotated empirical
orthogonal functions (REOFs) were used to isolate the leading atmospheric patterns connected to
the NAO and PNA (Barnston and Livezey, 1987). Note that the same time series of NAO and
PNA indices are correlated against US precipitation and air temperature from both the
observations and MERRA-2, whereas independently computed time series of NAO and PNA
indices are computed from the M2AMIP simulations for correlation against the M2AMIP
continental variables.
Our analysis of the NAO is constrained to DJF, as this tends to be more of a wintertime
phenomenon. The REOF for the NAO used monthly mean sea level pressure within a domain of
20° to 80°N and 90°W to 40°E. Rather than computing the REOF for each ensemble member
individually, the REOF calculation was based on data from all M2AMIP ensemble members
together. The MERRA-2 and M2AMIP patterns that were selected for the NAO, characterized
by lower sea level pressure over Greenland and higher sea level pressure to the south during the
positive phase, can be seen in Figure 2.5.1. These are the leading patterns for both datasets,
explaining 43.7% of the monthly mean variance in MERRA-2 and 40.3% in M2AMIP. The
anomalies are stronger, however, in MERRA-2 than in M2AMIP. For both MERRA-2 and
M2AMIP, the centers of the negative anomaly in sea level pressure are located along the
9

southeast coast of Greenland, and the positive anomalies are northwest of Spain. The time series
of the NAO index from MERRA-2 and M2AMIP can be found in panel d of the figures in
section 3.3.

Figure 2.5.1: The selected REOF depicting the NAO during DJF for (a) MERRA-2 and (b)
M2AMIP.

The REOF for the PNA is based on monthly mean 250 hPa heights within the entire northern
hemisphere. The positive phase of the PNA is characterized by above-average heights in the
northwestern United States and below-average heights in the eastern United States, as seen in the
selected REOF patterns for MERRA-2 and M2AMIP (Figure 2.5.2). The fraction of monthly
mean variance explained by this leading pattern is 19.2% in MERRA-2 and 23.6% in M2AMIP.
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Figure 2.5.2: The selected REOF depicting the PNA for (a) MERRA-2 and (b) M2AMIP.

2.6 Extreme Event Indices
A threshold-based approach is used to identify extreme events for both temperature and
precipitation. First, Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs, using 40 bins) of precipitation,
minimum temperature, and maximum temperature were determined for every day of the year, for
each grid cell (or temperature observation station) using data from the climatology period of
1981 through 2010. In an effort to account for day-to-day variability, which is strong for
precipitation, a 15-day running window centered on the date in question was in fact used to
derive the CDFs from the MERRA2, CPCU and GHCN data. For M2AMIP, data across all
ensemble members from the 30-year period within a 3-day window centered on the day in
question are included individually to compute the CDF – the ensemble mean time series was not
used.
For the precipitation CDF calculation, only days with at least 1 mm of precipitation were
considered, a standard practice for precipitation studies. Note that the number of days
considered can differ between the three datasets (Figures 2.6.1 through 2.6.4). In general, the
spatial patterns of the number of days with rain in M2AMIP, MERRA-2, and the observations
11

are similar; however, M2AMIP has too few days with precipitation in the Northwest and the
Northern Great Plains and too many days in the Northeast. In JJA, M2AMIP has too few days
with precipitation in the western two-thirds of the country and too many days with precipitation
along the east coast.
An extreme event is said to occur if the minimum temperature, maximum temperature or
precipitation exceeds (or is below, in the case of cold extremes) the percentile in question. The
resulting extreme event indices, representing the frequency or intensity of events, are based on
the indices set forth by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI)
and are described in Table 1 of Alexander (2015). A subset of these indices, including those
evaluated here, can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Extreme temperature and precipitation indices
Index
PRCPTOT
R99P
R99D
T2M
TX90p
TN10p

Description
Total precipitation on days exceeding 1 mm
Precipitation on days that exceed the 99th percentile
Number of days that exceed the 99th percentile of precipitation
Daily mean 2 m temperature
Percentage of time daily maximum temperature exceeds the 90th percentile
Percentage of time daily minimum temperature is below the 10th percentile

Units
mm
mm
Days
K
%
%

Within this set of indices are metrics that relate to the mean state (PRCPTOT and T2M) as well
as the frequency (R99D, TX90P, and TN10P) and intensity (R99P) of extreme weather events.
The percentile-based indices for the frequency of extreme weather events do not necessarily
indicate that the event occurs ten percent of the time for TX90P and TN10P or one percent of the
time for R99D, given that the samples going into the percentile calculation were limited to the
climatology period of 1981 through 2010 and to only include days with precipitation (Figures
2.6.1 to 2.6.4) – if all days were considered (including rain-free days), the fraction of time
associated with the extremes would in fact be less than 10% or 1%. Of key importance here is
the interannual variability within these indices.
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Figure 2.6.1: Average number of days in DJF with at least 1 mm of precipitation in (a)
M2AMIP, (b) observations, and (c) MERRA-2.
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Figure 2.6.2: Average number of days in MAM with at least 1 mm of precipitation in (a)
M2AMIP, (b) observations, and (c) MERRA-2.
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Figure 2.6.3: Average number of days in JJA with at least 1 mm of precipitation in (a) M2AMIP,
(b) observations, and (c) MERRA-2.
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Figure 2.6.4: Average number of days in SON with at least 1 mm of precipitation in (a)
M2AMIP, (b) observations, and (c) MERRA-2.
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3. Results
Correlations between seasonal, for ENSO and the PDO, and monthly, for the NAO and PNA,
climate indices (i.e., teleconnection patterns, section 2.5) and indices associated with
precipitation and temperature (Table 2.1) over the United States National Climate Assessment
(NCA) domain were computed from the 36 years of data separately for each season. This section
highlights noteworthy correlations uncovered in the analysis. Note that some teleconnection
patterns are not significantly correlated to weather in the US, particularly in the summer months.
Given the large number of correlations explored, we cannot present all of the results here. The
entire collection of figures can be found in the supplemental online library at
https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/multi-partner/NCA/pubs/TM47_suppl/.
In the following, each figure contains six panels. The left column shows the correlations
between the climate index and the temperature or precipitation index for M2AMIP, observations,
and MERRA-2 in the top row, middle, and bottom rows, respectively. The right column shows
the correlation between the climate index and the 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP and MERRA-2 as
well as a time series of the climate index. The color bar values represent correlations that are, for
the observations and MERRA-2, statistically different from zero at the 90%, 95%, and 99%
confidence levels. Since the M2AMIP results are based on ten times more data (10 ensemble
members), the 99% confidence level occurs at a lower correlation coefficient; thus, the 99%
confidence level is shown with contours in the M2AMIP panels.
3.1 El Niño/Southern Oscillation
ENSO is a coupled mode of variability of the atmosphere-ocean system. A weakened or reversed
Walker circulation during the positive phase, or El Niño, prevents the upwelling of cool ocean
water, allowing for above-average sea surface temperatures in the central Pacific, whereas
below-average sea surface temperatures are present during La Niña, the negative phase of
ENSO. These changes in the Pacific Ocean are capable of influencing weather around the globe.
For additional information on ENSO, we refer the reader to the Climate Prediction Center’s
website on ENSO, http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/MJO/enso.shtml.
The most substantial influence of ENSO on temperature and precipitation in the United States
occurs during DJF. The Niño3.4 index has a statistically significant positive correlation with the
total seasonal precipitation (on days with at least 1 mm of precipitation) in the southern portion
of the country and a negative correlation over the Great Lakes and the Montana area (Figure
3.1.1). This pattern can be seen in the observations, MERRA-2, and M2AMIP, with excellent
agreement between the observations and MERRA-2 (Figures 3.1.1c and e). M2AMIP extends
the positive correlation up the east coast and the negative correlation in the northwest to the
Pacific coast (Figure 3.1.1a); however, given the differences between MERRA-2 and M2AMIP
in the 500 hPa-Niño3.4 correlations, this is not unreasonable (Figures 3.1.1b and f). In general,
positive correlations between precipitation and Niño3.4 are seen where there is a negative
correlation between 500 hPa height and Niño3.4 and vice versa, likely due to increased
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storminess along a trough across the country. The negative correlation between DJF Niño3.4 and
500 hPa height in M2AMIP has a northeastward tilt extending from the southwestern to the
northeastern part of the US while MERRA-2 does not have a negative correlation further north
or east than South Carolina (Figures 3.1.1b and f). In a similar manner, the positive correlation
between DJF Niño3.4 and 500 hPa height extends further to the west in M2AMIP than in
MERRA-2. Wet conditions along the southern portion of the country during El Niño conditions
have previously been documented in the literature. In fact, our results for the correlation between
Niño3.4 and total precipitation are very similar to those shown in Figure 1 of Wise et al. (2015),
which depicts the correlation between cool season standardized precipitation and the Southern
Oscillation Index.
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Figure 3.1.1: DJF (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP total precipitation, (b)
correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4
and observed total precipitation, (d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between
Niño3.4 and MERRA-2 precipitation, and (f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights
in MERRA-2.
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Significant correlations with Niño3.4 during DJF are also found for extreme precipitation events
defined in terms of the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles. The correlation between DJF precipitation
associated with events at the 99th percentile is shown as an example in Figure 3.1.2; figures for
the 90th and 95th percentiles can be found in the online supplementary library. The spatial
patterns of the correlations are roughly the same for extreme precipitation as for total
precipitation, though the correlations decrease in magnitude as the precipitation percentile
increases (Figures 3.1.2a, c, and e). This can signify that ENSO conditions shift the entire PDF
of precipitation. The positive correlation between DJF Niño3.4 and R99P somewhat falls apart in
the southwest and Great Plains in MERRA-2 and M2AMIP; the areas with significant
correlations are more scattered in MERRA-2 than in the observations and are essentially nonexistent in M2AMIP. A likely explanation for the lack of agreement in the western portion of the
country is that there are only on average a handful of days that see at least 1 mm of precipitation
in a given season (Figure 2.6.1).
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Figure 3.1.2: DJF (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP R99P, (b) correlation between
Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4 and observed R99P,
(d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between Niño3.4 and MERRA-2 R99P, and
(f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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The correlation pattern between Niño3.4 and the frequency of 99th percentile precipitation events
is also similar to that for total precipitation. The observations show a positive correlation
between DJF Niño3.4 and the frequency of 99th percentile events in the southern portion of the
country, along a strip extending from Arizona to Texas as well as in Florida (Figure 3.1.3c). The
teleconnection in Florida is picked up in MERRA2 and M2AMIP, along with a larger portion of
the southeast; in the case of M2AMIP, the significant correlations extend up the entire east coast
(Figures 3.1.3a and e). However, the teleconnection between Arizona and Texas is absent in both
MERRA-2 and M2AMIP. Similarly, the negative correlation observed in the Montana and Great
Lakes regions is also not present in MERRA-2. M2AMIP has a hint of the negative correlation in
the Great Lakes region, as well as negative correlations to the west of the Montana area.
Conversely, MERRA-2 and M2AMIP show a correlation along the Gulf Coast between Alabama
and Louisiana that is not present in the observations. The observed correlations for the frequency
and intensity of extreme precipitation events presented here are very similar to those presented in
Figures 6d and 6h of Mallakpour and Villarini (2016a).
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Figure 3.1.3: DJF (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP R99D, (b) correlation between
Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4 and observed R99D,
(d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between Niño3.4 and MERRA-2 R99D, and
(f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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The spatial patterns of the temperature correlations to Niño3.4 are similar to those for
precipitation. Areas that see enhanced precipitation also see cooler temperatures, whereas areas
with suppressed precipitation experience warmer temperatures. This makes sense because a
moist surface will expend energy to evaporate water rather than heat the surface. A negative
correlation between Niño3.4 and TX90P, or the percentage of days that exceed the 90th
percentile of maximum 2 m temperature, can be seen across the southern portion of the country
in areas that also show a negative correlation with precipitation (Figures 3.1.4a, c, and e). A
reduction in temperature in the southern United States during El Niño conditions is indeed
documented in the literature (e.g., Dourte at al., 2016) and has previously been shown to be
primarily due to a reduction in downwelling shortwave radiation as a result of enhanced cloud
cover (Zhang et al., 2011). Good agreement can be seen between the observations and MERRA2; however, as was found for the precipitation correlations, the positive Niño3.4-TX90P
correlations in M2AMIP extend further to the northeast, as the correlation in 500 hPa height is
also shifted in that direction in M2AMIP (Figure 3.1.4b). A statistically significant positive
correlation can be seen in the northwest region of the United States in all three data sets (Figures
3.1.4a, c, and e).
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Figure 3.1.4: DJF (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP TX90P, (b) correlation
between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4 and
observed TX90P, (d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between Niño3.4 and
MERRA-2 TX90P, and (f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Correlations to Niño3.4 are weaker and less widespread in the other seasons, but there are
regions of the United States that see statistically significant correlations between Niño3.4 and
precipitation, temperature, and 500 hPa heights (see online supplemental library). For example,
the statistically significant negative correlation between DJF precipitation and Niño3.4 in the
southern portion of the country continues into MAM in all three datasets, though the relationship
is weaker. There is also a pronounced negative correlation in the observations between MAM
Niño3.4 and the frequency of extreme precipitation events in the southwestern United States, a
teleconnection that is not present in MERRA-2 or M2AMIP.
Statistically significant correlations with mean and extreme precipitation in JJA are confined to
the northwestern US and are present in both MERRA-2 and the observations; however,
M2AMIP struggles to represent this relationship (Figure 3.1.5). A positive relationship between
precipitation and ENSO in the northwest during JJA, spanning the region from eastern Oregon to
western South Dakota, has previously been documented in the literature. Barlow et al. (2001)
shows this relationship, particularly during the month of August, based on observations, while
Bosilovich (2013) found a positive correlation between JJA precipitation and MAM Niño3.4 in
the same region. However, Yoon and Leung (2015) caution that warm season precipitation can
be affected more by antecedent precipitation and soil moisture than by ENSO in this region. If
M2AMIP incorrectly lacked MAM precipitation in years that El Niño conditions developed in
JJA, precipitation may be reduced in the summer months due to a lack of surface-induced
moisture availability (a problem MERRA-2 wouldn’t face, given the use therein of observationscorrected precipitation to force the land surface). It is also worth noting that there are fewer days
in JJA with precipitation in the western half of the US in M2AMIP compared to either MERRA2 or the observations (Figure 2.6.3), which could impact the precipitation statistics.
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Figure 3.1.5: JJA (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP R99D, (b) correlation between
Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4 and observed R99D,
(d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between Niño3.4 and MERRA-2 R99D, and
(f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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An interesting example of correlations between Niño3.4 and extreme temperature events can be
seen in SON. There is essentially no statistically significant relationship between daily mean 2 m
temperature and the Niño3.4 index anywhere in the US in MERRA-2, M2AMIP, or the
observations (Figure 3.1.6a, c, and e). Despite this, there is a statistically significant negative
correlation in the central United States between Niño3.4 and the frequency of days with a
maximum temperature exceeding the 90th percentile (Figure 3.1.7a, c, and e). The spatial pattern
of this correlation does not entirely agree between the three datasets, but they all show some
correlation, particularly around Colorado. MERRA-2 and the observations extend the correlation
to the east, while M2AMIP extends it to the Northeast, reaching the Great Lakes. While the
literature does not contain many examples of the relationship between ENSO and extreme
temperature events during SON, Table 5 of Wolter et al. (1999) shows 18% of the contiguous
United States has a statistically significant increased risk of an extreme temperature event (warm
or cold) during El Niño conditions in SON. This number jumps to 46% with a one season lead
time (JJA El Niño conditions in relation to SON events), which is the largest area presented for
all lead times and seasons (Wolter et al., 1999).
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Figure 3.1.6: SON (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP daily mean 2 m temperature,
(b) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between
Niño3.4 and observed daily mean 2 m temperature, (d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e)
correlation between Niño3.4 and MERRA-2 daily mean 2 m temperature, and (f) correlation
between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.1.7: SON (a) correlation between Niño3.4 and M2AMIP TX90P, (b) correlation
between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between Niño3.4 and
observed TX90P, (d) time series of the Niño3.4 index, (e) correlation between Niño3.4 and
MERRA-2 TX90P, and (f) correlation between Niño3.4 and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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3.2 Pacific Decadal Oscillation
The warm phase of the PDO is characterized by above-average sea surface temperatures along
the west coast of the Americas alongside cool sea surface temperatures in the central North
Pacific and a deepening of the Aleutian low, with the reverse pattern during the cool phase
(Mantua and Hare, 2002). The warm phase sea surface temperature dipole results in high sea
level pressure in the western tropical Pacific and low sea level pressure in the eastern tropical
Pacific, and these atmospheric anomalies extend into the upper troposphere (Mantua and Hare,
2002). Additional details on the PDO can be found in the recent review article by Newman et al.
(2016).
The teleconnections in the US associated with the PDO are similar to those associated with
ENSO, and as a result, many studies aim to isolate the influences of the two (Newman et al.,
2016). As with ENSO, correlations between the PDO and 500 hPa heights are strongest in the
wintertime. Negative correlations with 500 hPa heights are centered in the southeast United
States, with the statistically significant region spanning from Texas to Massachusetts in
MERRA-2 (Figure 3.2.1f). This negative correlation is still present in MAM, though the
correlations are smaller in magnitude (Figure 3.2.2f). Also for MERRA-2, a region of
statistically significant positive correlations with 500 hPa heights during DJF is located in the
Northwest, extending into Alberta and eastern British Columbia, Canada (Figure 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.2.1: DJF (a) correlation between PDO index and M2AMIP total precipitation, (b)
correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PDO
index and observed total precipitation, (d) time series of the PDO index, (e) correlation between
PDO index and MERRA-2 precipitation, and (f) correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa
heights in MERRA-2.
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The negative correlation for DJF between PDO and 500 hPa heights is accompanied by a
positive correlation with total and extreme precipitation in the southeast US in MERRA-2,
M2AMIP, and the observations (Figures 3.2.1a, c, and e). Due to the similarity between the
correlations for total precipitation and for the intensity of 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile
precipitation events, the figures for extreme precipitation are not included here but can be viewed
in the online supplemental library.
Precipitation in the other seasons in relation to the PDO is a bit more troublesome for MERRA-2
and M2AMIP. Although statistically significant correlations are seen in the observations, neither
MERRA-2 nor M2AMIP show a coherent region of statistically significant correlation for
extreme precipitation. Figure 3.2.2 shows results for the MAM 99th percentile events. (These
results are representative of problems seen; there are also issues in JJA and SON for total
precipitation and for the 90th and 95th percentile events.) In the observations, there is a negative
correlation between the MAM PDO and the intensity of 99th percentile precipitation events from
the Great Lakes to northeast Texas (Figure 3.2.2c). MERRA-2 shows a hint of this negative
correlation; however, a clear signal is absent (Figure 3.2.2e). M2AMIP shows no evidence at all
of this relationship (Figure 3.2.2c). MERRA-2 and M2AMIP similarly fail to reproduce the
observed statistically significant positive correlation between the MAM PDO and the frequency
of 99th percentile events in the southwestern and northeastern US (Figures 3.2.3 a, c and e).
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Figure 3.2.2: MAM (a) correlation between PDO index and M2AMIP R99P, (b) correlation
between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PDO index and
observed R99P, (d) time series of the PDO index, (e) correlation between PDO index and
MERRA-2 R99P, and (f) correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.2.3: MAM (a) correlation between PDO index and M2AMIP R99D, (b) correlation
between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PDO index and
observed R99D, (d) time series of the PDO index, (e) correlation between PDO index and
MERRA-2 R99D, and (f) correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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The negative correlation between PDO and 500 hPa heights in the southeastern United States
during DJF leads to a negative correlation between PDO and mean 2 m temperature in the south
and eastern portion of the country, spanning from Texas to New England in MERRA-2,
M2AMIP, and the observations. M2AMIP extends this correlation into the Great Plains region
for both temperature and 500 hPa heights (Figure 3.2.4). A positive correlation between PDO
and 2 m temperature is present in the west. Very similar patterns are seen in the correlations for
90th percentile maximum temperature events (with the same sign) and 10th percentile minimum
temperature events (with the opposite sign), in DJF (see supplemental online library), indicating
that extreme events are increased along with the mean. The deepening of the Aleutian low during
the positive phase of the PDO forces ridging in the west, warming the southwest, and it enhances
northerly flow to the east, allowing for cooler air to be advected into southeastern portion of the
country (McAfee, 2014). Overall, M2AMIP captures in DJF the observed impact of the PDO on
continental US temperatures.
There is good agreement for correlations between temperature and the PDO for the other seasons
as well; however, M2AMIP tends to expand the area of significant correlations. The results for
TX90P in JJA are a good example of this (Figure 3.2.5). The contour depicting a statistically
significant negative correlation for M2AMIP between PDO and 90th percentile temperature
events encloses nearly the entire continental United States. On the other hand, neither the
observations nor MERRA-2 show a statistically significant negative correlation in regions such
as the Northern Great Plains.
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Figure 3.2.4: DJF (a) correlation between PDO index and M2AMIP mean T2M, (b) correlation
between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PDO index and
observed mean T2M, (d) time series of the PDO index, (e) correlation between PDO index and
MERRA-2 mean T2M, and (f) correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.2.5: JJA (a) correlation between PDO index and M2AMIP TX90P, (b) correlation
between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PDO index and
observed TX90P, (d) time series of the PDO index, (e) correlation between PDO index and
MERRA-2 TX90P, and (f) correlation between PDO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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3.3 North Atlantic Oscillation
The NAO is characterized by fluctuating dipoles in sea level pressure between the Arctic and
subtropical Atlantic Oceans. Anomalies are strongest in the winter and can account for more than
one-third of the total variance in sea level pressure over the North Atlantic (Hurrell et al., 2003).
As a result, the influence of the NAO during the winter is well documented in the scientific
literature, with most studies confined to the winter season (e.g., Wise et al., 2015). The NAO is
an important factor for the weather in Europe, but it can also impact the United States,
particularly in the eastern part of the country. The positive phase of the NAO is associated with
below average sea level pressure in the Arctic and above average sea level pressure to the south,
resulting in anomalously southerly flow over the eastern United States and stronger than average
surface westerlies across the mid-latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean (Hurrell et al., 2003). There is
debate regarding whether the NAO and Arctic Oscillation are two distinct and independent
climate features (Ambaum et al., 2001); however, given that their time series are highly
correlated (Deser, 2000), we have chosen to analyze only the NAO.
The correlation between DJF total precipitation and the NAO index can be seen in Figure 3.3.1.
As a reminder, the NAO index is computed from monthly values, and this is done independently
for MERRA-2 and M2AMIP. The observations indicate a negative relationship between the two
within an incoherent strip between southern California and North Dakota alongside a positive
correlation, smaller in area, to the south (Figure 3.3.1c). The region of the positive correlation is
much larger in MERRA-2 and extends to the southwest in MERRA-2 and M2AMIP (Figure
3.3.1a and e). The spatial pattern in the correlation between the NAO index and total
precipitation suggests that the NAO is associated with a shift in storm tracks; however, there is
no statistically significant difference in storm tracks between high and low NAO years in the
United States, though there is over the Atlantic Ocean (Hurrell and Van Loon, 1997).
Furthermore, the correlations between the NAO index and precipitation, particularly in the
Southwest, are not accompanied by expected correlations between the NAO and 500 hPa
heights. The correlations between the NAO index and total precipitation are larger in MERRA-2
than in M2AMIP, although the anomalies in the REOF pattern selected for the NAO are also
larger in MERRA-2 (Figure 2.5.1).
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Figure 3.3.1: DJF (a) correlation between NAO index and M2AMIP total precipitation, (b)
correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between NAO
index and observed total precipitation, (d) time series of the NAO index from observations (top)
and a representative ensemble member from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between NAO
index and MERRA-2 precipitation, and (f) correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights
in MERRA-2.
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A very similar pattern is seen for extreme precipitation events in the observations, though a lot of
scatter is present in MERRA-2 and M2AMIP (see online supplemental library). With respect to
the frequency of extreme precipitation events, the observations show negative correlations with
the NAO centered in two main areas: the Dakotas and the Ohio River Valley (Figure 3.3.2c).
These negative correlations are not present in MERRA-2 or M2AMIP.
The disagreements seen in Figure 3.3.2 are indeed reflected in the literature, with different
analyses of observational data suggesting different connections between the NAO and extreme
precipitation. Zhang et al. (2010) show that only 6% of observation stations across the United
States have a statistically significant difference in extreme precipitation between years with high
and low values of the NAO index, with most of the stations exhibiting an influence from the
NAO being clustered in the Northeast (Zhang et al., 2010). This is corroborated by Archambault
et al. (2008), who state that there is a small increase in extreme precipitation events in the
Northeast during the positive phase of the NAO. Ning and Bradley (2015), however, show a
negative correlation between the NAO and the intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation
events in the Northeast.
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Figure 3.3.2: DJF (a) correlation between NAO index and M2AMIP frequency of 99th percentile
precipitation events, (b) correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c)
correlation between NAO index and observed frequency of 99th percentile precipitation events,
(d) time series of the NAO index from observations (top) and a representative ensemble member
from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between NAO index and MERRA-2 frequency of 99th
percentile precipitation events, and (f) correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in
MERRA-2.
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A much more coherent relationship is present between the NAO and temperature in the US.
There is a statistically significant positive correlation between the NAO index and mean 2 m
temperature over nearly the entire eastern half of the country in the observations, in MERRA-2,
and in M2AMIP, a correlation that is accompanied by a positive correlation in 500 hPa heights
(Figure 3.3.3). A stronger counterclockwise flow around the subtropical Atlantic high pressure
center is present during the positive phase of the NAO, resulting in southerly winds in the eastern
United States (Hurrell et al., 2003).
The pattern for mean 2 m temperature is also largely seen for the temperature extremes. The
percentage of time when the maximum temperature exceeds the 90th percentile, for example, also
shows positive correlations with the NAO index in the eastern half of the country (Figure 3.3.4a,
c, and e). The correlation of the NAO index with the percentage of time the minimum
temperature falls below the 10th percentile does show a bit more variability (Figure 3.3.5a, c,
and e); still, there is in general a negative correlation in the eastern United States.
As mentioned in the Introduction, despite the intrinsically short time scale of the NAO (less than
two weeks), there is considerable evidence that the NAO is modulated by SSTs on much longer
time scales. The fact that the two time series of NAO indices shown, e.g., in Fig. 3.3.5d (one
based on MERRA-2 and the other based on M2AMIP) appear to have similar long-term
variations seems to confirm that this is indeed the case for the time period considered here. In
order to better quantify this, we computed the 10-member ensemble mean NAO monthly time
series for M2AMIP and correlated it with SST. The results (Figure 3.3.6) indicate that the
negative NAO phase occurs more frequently during El Niño events and that the positive NAO
phase occurs more frequently during La Niña events.
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Figure 3.3.3: DJF (a) correlation between NAO index and M2AMIP mean 2 m temperature, (b)
correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between NAO
index and observed mean 2 m temperature, (d) time series of the NAO index from observations
(top) and a representative ensemble member from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between
NAO index and MERRA-2 mean 2 m temperature, and (f) correlation between NAO index and
500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.3.4: DJF (a) correlation between NAO index and M2AMIP TX90P, (b) correlation
between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between NAO index and
observed TX90P, (d) time series of the NAO index from observations (top) and a representative
ensemble member from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between NAO index and MERRA-2
TX90P, and (f) correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.3.5: DJF (a) correlation between NAO index and M2AMIP TN10P, (b) correlation
between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between NAO index and
observed TN10P, (d) time series of the NAO index from observations (top) and a representative
ensemble member from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between NAO index and MERRA-2
TN10P, and (f) correlation between NAO index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.3.6: Correlation between NAO index and SST in M2AMIP during DJF
3.4 Pacific – North American Pattern
The positive phase of the PNA is characterized by ridging, or above-average heights, in the
northwestern US and below-average heights associated with a trough in the east (Leathers et al.,
1991). This type of pattern results in meridional, as opposed to zonal, flow across the country,
which slows the eastward progression of Rossby waves and increases the likelihood of extreme
weather events (Francis and Vavrus, 2012). During the negative phase, zonal flow occurs
(Leathers et al., 1991).
Correlations between 500 hPa heights and the PNA depict ridging in the west and a trough in the
east year round, with the strongest correlations in DJF (Figures 3.4.1b and f) and the weakest
correlations in JJA (see online supplemental library). As with the NAO, the correlations here are
computed from monthly indices and then averaged over the season. The Northwest US is
generally warm and dry in the winter during the positive phase of the PNA; this teleconnection is
present in the observations, in MERRA-2, and in M2AMIP (Figures 3.4.1a, c, and e and 3.4.3a,
c, and e). The ridge steers storm systems to the north and allows for heat to build up in the area.
During the negative phase, storms go through the Northwest, allowing for precipitation, while
the enhanced cloud cover lowers the temperature (Leathers et al., 1991). A negative correlation
with precipitation is present in the Midwest and Northeast as storms track to the south (Figures
3.4.1a, c, and e). Meanwhile, the Southeast shows a positive correlation for precipitation and a
negative correlation for mean 2 m temperature, lying in the trough of the meridional pattern
(Figures 3.4.1a, c, and e and 3.4.3a, c, and e). As with the teleconnections previously discussed,
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correlation patterns for extreme precipitation characteristics are similar to those for total
precipitation, though decreased in magnitude and particularly scattered in MERRA-2 (see online
supplemental library). Mallakpour and Villarini (2016b) also show a negative correlation
between the PNA and flooding and heavy precipitation events in the Midwest; they concluded
that the PNA has a stronger influence on heavy precipitation in the region compared to other
teleconnections.

Figure 3.4.1: DJF (a) correlation between PNA index and M2AMIP total precipitation, (b)
correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c) correlation between PNA
index and observed total precipitation, (d) time series of the PNA index (top) and a
representative ensemble member from M2AMIP (bottom), (e) correlation between PNA index
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and MERRA-2 precipitation, and (f) correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in
MERRA-2.
The above-average 500 mb heights in the Northwest US associated with the PNA result in a
positive correlation between the PNA index and mean 2 m temperature extending from southern
California to the western edge of the Great Lakes – a feature that is found in the observations and
MERRA-2 and is successfully reproduced in M2AMIP (Figure 3.4.2a, c, and e). The other half
of the country shows a negative correlation as the positive phase of the PNA enables cold air
from Canada to be advected towards the southeast. Overall, the correlation pattern across the
country for 2 m temperature is very similar to the pattern for 500 mb height. Warmer mean
temperatures in the Northwest decrease the likelihood of a minimum temperature below the 10th
percentile (Figure 3.4.3a, c, and e); however, the relationship between the PNA and cold air
outbreaks in the eastern portion of the country is not as straightforward. Observations indicate a
positive correlation between the PNA and TN10P in Georgia and, to a lesser extent, in the MidAtlantic region, but MERRA-2 does not exhibit a positive statistically significant relationship
anywhere in the country (Figure 3.4.5c and e). On the other hand, M2AMIP has a statistically
significant positive correlation between PNA and TN10P from Texas through southern Maine
(Figure 3.4.3a). Westby et al. (2013) shows a positive correlation between the PNA and cold air
outbreaks along the entire east coast, and extending westward into Texas, very similar to what is
present in M2AMIP, though the relationship presented in that study is not statistically significant
outside the southern tip of Florida. Ning and Bradley (2015) also show a positive correlation
between PNA and cold days and nights in the northeastern United States, but they do not address
statistical significance. From a different perspective, Loikith and Broccoli (2014) showed that
over 30% of days in DJF that meet the criteria for TN10P occur while the PNA is in the positive
phase.
As is the case for the NAO, the PNA (despite having relatively short intrinsic time scales)
appears to be modulated by SST on seasonal and longer time scales, as is evident from the two
time series shown, for example, in Figure 3.4.3d. Here again we have computed the ensemble
mean of the 10-member ensemble of PNA indices and then correlated that with SST. The
correlations (in the online supplemental library) show a clear link of the ensemble mean PNA
index to ENSO, with El Nino (La Nina)-like SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific associated
with the positive (negative) phase of the PNA. The ensemble mean time series also shows a
decadal-scale change with a shift toward more negative values after the late 1990s – the time at
which the PDO underwent a shift to the negative phase as well. In fact, the SST correlation
pattern has some PDO characteristics in the North Pacific, which suggests that the PNA is also
modulated by PDO-related SST variations. It is, however, unclear whether these correlations
represent a true modulation of the PNA index by SST or whether they simply represent a
projection of the ENSO (or PDO) response on the PNA pattern, an issue that is still debated in
the literature and beyond the scope of this report.
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Figure 3.4.2: DJF (a) correlation between PNA index and M2AMIP daily mean 2 m
temperature, (b) correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c)
correlation between PNA index and observed daily mean 2 m temperature, (d) time series of the
PNA index from observations (top) and a representative ensemble member from M2AMIP
(bottom), (e) correlation between PNA index and MERRA-2 daily mean 2 m temperature, and (f)
correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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Figure 3.4.3: DJF (a) correlation between PNA index and M2AMIP daily minimum 2 m
temperature, (b) correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in M2AMIP, (c)
correlation between PNA index and observed daily minimum 2 m temperature, (d) time series of
the PNA index from observations (top) and a representative ensemble member from M2AMIP
(bottom), (e) correlation between PNA index and MERRA-2 daily minimum 2 m temperature,
and (f) correlation between PNA index and 500 hPa heights in MERRA-2.
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4. Summary
The response of daily mean and extreme temperature and precipitation over the US to
teleconnection patterns was evaluated in version 5.12.4 of the Goddard Earth Observing System
by analyzing associated seasonal correlations in MERRA-2, in an ensemble of AMIP-type
simulations, and in observations. The M2AMIP simulations in particular represent the behavior
of the free running model; our analyses herein largely focus on whether this free running model
captures the observed teleconnections. Four well-documented atmospheric teleconnection
patterns in particular, related to ENSO, PDO, NAO, and PNA, were examined, with discussion
herein centered on the subset of the correlation maps with noteworthy features. All figures from
the analysis, however, can be found in the supplemental online library; also, Appendix A below
provides tables showing the fraction of area with statistically significant relationships.
Regardless of the teleconnection pattern, the largest correlations and agreement between the
model and observations tended to be during DJF. While there was generally good agreement
between M2AMIP and the observations, there is room for improvement in the model. In
situations where M2AMIP was able to capture the correlations from the observations, M2AMIP
overextended the area of statistically significant correlations, as is also apparent from the tables
in Appendix A. At times M2AMIP demonstrates a relationship that is not present in the
observations, as was the case for mean and extreme temperature in relation to the PDO during
JJA, extreme cold events in relation to Niño3.4 in DJF, and mean precipitation in the Southwest
in relation to the NAO during DJF. There were also cases, mostly confined to frequency of
extreme precipitation events, for which neither M2AMIP nor MERRA-2 agreed with the
observations. Significant correlations for extreme precipitation events tended to be very scattered
in MERRA-2 and M2AMIP but coherent in the observations. A possible contributing factor to
this could be discrepancies in the number of days with precipitation going into the calculation of
the number of days exceeding the 90th, 95th, or 99th percentiles.
Two important topics that have not been discussed here are the interactions of teleconnections
and the nonlinearity of responses to teleconnections. Multiple teleconnection patterns can be
present at the same time, a topic of numerous studies (eg. Archambault et al., 2008; Lim and
Schubert, 2011; Wise et al., 2015; Fuentes-Franco et al., 2016). Lim and Schubert (2011)
demonstrate the negative height anomaly in the southeastern United States associated with the
Arctic Oscillation can interrupt the development of a positive height anomaly associated with La
Niña. The impact of the positive phase of ENSO can also be stronger during the positive phase of
the PDO (Fuentes-Franco et al., 2016). Examining this latter interaction with the observations
and MERRA-2 data is difficult given the limited number of samples with particular ENSO and
PDO phase combinations, but such an analysis is possible with the ten member M2AMIP
ensemble. Figure 4.1 shows the anomaly in 2 m temperature, for DJF, during different
combinations of the phases of ENSO and the PDO in the M2AMIP results. The spatial pattern in
the anomaly when both the ENSO and PDO are in the positive is very similar to the spatial
pattern seen in the correlation. However, there are some subtle differences, which also speak to
the nonlinearity of teleconnections; for example, the area of the negative anomaly in the
Southeast when both phases are positive does not extend as far north and west as the positive
anomaly when both phases are negative, which is actually more similar to the negative
correlations between 2 m temperature and the PDO or ENSO seen in section 3. Zhang et al.
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(2016) noticed an asymmetry in the response to the positive and negative phases of ENSO in
AMIP simulations as well.

Figure 4.1: The anomaly in 2 m temperature with respect to climatology during (top left) the
positive phase of ENSO and PDO, (top right) the negative phase of ENSO and the positive phase
of the PDO, (bottom left) the positive phase of ENSO and the negative phase of the PDO, and
(bottom right) the negative phase of ENSO and the PDO.
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Appendix A: Fraction of Area with Significant Correlations
PRCPTOT
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0
Table 1: The fraction of land area, as a percentage of total land grid cells in the domain, where
the correlation between the teleconnection index and daily precipitation index exceeds the 99th
percentile.
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Table 2: The fraction of land area, as a percentage of total land grid cells in the domain, where
the correlation between the teleconnection index and daily temperature index exceeds the 99th
percentile.
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